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Industry Landscape

- eBAM is a top initiative in Treasury Management
- Banks and Corporates recognize the opportunities in Treasury Management processes
- A small number of Banks are piloting first generation applications

**Consistency**
- Forms and Process
- Documentation
- Support Model
- Access
- Metrics
- Workflows

**Efficiency**
- Self-initiation/service
- Leveragability
- Electronic Delivery
- Reporting
- Notification

**Control**

**Transparency**

**eBAM**
- Standards and Interoperability
- Pre-populated documents
- Shorter Cycle Times
- Authoritative Reporting
- Reduced Risk
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eBAM Approach

Two different options exist when pursuing eBAM. A bank hosted eBAM solution as a part of the EB portal or a TWS solution using ISO XML messages.

**eBAM on EB Portal**
- Bank provided web-front end
- Digital Signature technology
- Electronic instructions, elimination of certain paper requirements
- Signature Management, Account Maintenance, Account Opening
- Repository for LE, Account, and Signer information for Accounts

**eBAM XML**
- Personal Digital Signature Technical Specifications
- Sign an XML
- ISO XML Messages
- Sign attachments
- Transport certificates
- 15 Message types
- Multiple business scenarios

**Features**
- Treasury work station provider web front-end
- Digital Signature technology
- Electronic instructions
- eBAM ISO XML messaging
- 15 Messages: Account Management, Signer Management, Account Opening and Reporting Compatible with multiple banks
eBAM Evolution and Benefits

- Automation
- Centralization
- Message Standard
- e-Channel
- Paper

Client Efficiency

Bank Efficiency

eBAM adoption
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Corporate Practices for eBAM Adoption

- Electronic Bank Account Management adoption requires transformation of Corporate processes; this transformation will facilitate realizing the true potential of eBAM

**Workflow Process**
- Transition from the paper-based workflow to the electronic workflow
- Review of current paper based workflows and mapping a consistent electronic workflow model
- Ensure application workflows accommodate corporate policy
- BAM vs. eBAM

**Resources**
- Technology adoption challenges
- Project team and ongoing eBAM technical support
- Plan for a phased approach in roll-out
- Pre-implementation review with Bank
- Intensive validation and reconciliation of Corporate’s and Bank’s data
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In January 2007, Citi released a Climate Change Position Statement, the first US financial institution to do so. As a sustainability leader in the financial sector, Citi has taken concrete steps to address this important issue of climate change by: (a) targeting $50 billion over 10 years to address global climate change: includes significant increases in investment and financing of alternative energy, clean technology, and other carbon-emission reduction activities; (b) committing to reduce GHG emissions of all Citi owned and leased properties around the world by 10% by 2011; (c) purchasing more than 52,000 MWh of green (carbon neutral) power for our operations in 2006; (d) creating Sustainable Development Investments (SDI) that makes private equity investments in renewable energy and clean technologies; (e) providing lending and investing services to clients for renewable energy development and projects; (f) producing equity research related to climate issues that helps to inform investors on risks and opportunities associated with the issue; and (g) engaging with a broad range of stakeholders on the issue of climate change to help advance understanding and solutions.

Citi works with its clients in greenhouse gas intensive industries to evaluate emerging risks from climate change and, where appropriate, to mitigate those risks.
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Typical Banking Documentation

- Appoint CFO and Treasurer delegates
- Add/Delete signers
- Open/Close accounts
- Agreements
eBAM—Before and After

- **Before**
  - Letters manually generated and acknowledgements scanned into system of record
  - Dependence on availability of signers to sign
  - Coordination with multiple sites’ operations team, Legal groups and the bank branch

- **After**
  - Online changes to Signers and limits for current Citibank accounts
  - Digital signatures
  - Online upload of documents such as passports, specimen signatures and other forms
  - Online workflow setup
Benefits

- Increased Controls
  - Reduce and centralize CFO and Treasurer delegates
  - Limited users
  - Online upload of identification documents
  - Immediate action for signers leaving the company
  - Online access of reports. No room for discrepancies

- Operational Cost and Efficiency
  - Signer changes within days. (Intel’s Finance model)
  - Account Open and Close within days
  - Digital signatures—no need to coordinate travel schedules
Early Adoption Advantages

- Acquisitions strategy
- Immediate removal of signers
- An opportunity to do an overall overview and improvise
- Negotiated agreements Online
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